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Motorcycle collision hospitalizes one

EVERETT – Detectives with the Traffic Safety Unit are investigating a motorcycle collision that injured an Everett woman over the weekend.

At about 8:45 p.m. on April 22nd, officers responded to the report of a motorcycle collision in the 1900 block of W Mukilteo Blvd. Arriving officers found a seriously injured 19 year-old woman but no motorcycle at the scene. The woman was transported to Providence Regional Medical Center Everett and was later moved to Harborview Medical Center for what are believed to be nonlife-threatening injuries.

Investigating officers determined the woman was a passenger when she left a gathering at Harborview Park (1621 W Mukilteo Blvd) on a Suzuki motorcycle ridden by a 17 year-old male which crashed into a concrete wall. Friends at the park went to the collision scene where another 17 year-old male helped the rider load the damaged Suzuki into the back of his Ford Ranger. The two males left the scene, leaving the woman behind. Officers contacted the males in the Ranger, interviewed, and released them pending the outcome of the investigation.

Both vehicles were impounded as evidence.

All parties involved are from Everett.
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